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Jungle Magic Painting Book
One day Alex finds a dragon living under his stairs. He isn't sure what to do - but luckily
he knows just who to ask for help. Open the envelopes and read the hilarious letters
Alex receives from the fire brigade, the butcher and more as he tries to take care of his
new friend. Who would have thought having a dragon for a pet would be so tricky? A
joyful, touching and vibrantly-illustrated interactive book.
Explore the magical world of undersea plants and creatures with this incredible magic
painting book. Sweep carefully over the wonderful black and white patterns and
drawings with the paintbrush provided, and watch the colours magically appear. With
clear instruction on the front, this book couldn't be easier for children and adults to use.
Each delicate illustration is so intricate that every page conceals a palette of colours
waiting to be discovered. A therapeutic and satisfying activity book children will enjoy
painting and showing to their friends. Completed paintings can be kept as a keepsake.
Rudyard Kipling's tale of a young boy lost in the jungles of India introduces young
children to the magic of the original classic tale. The Jungle Book: Mowgli's Adventures
adapts Rudyard Kipling's timeless tale of a young boy lost in the jungles of India for
young children. This delightfully written and illustrated book focuses on the magic of the
jungle and the one-of-a-kind characters and fantastical situations that Mowgli finds
himself in. The Jungle Book: Mowgli's Adventures tells the simple story of Mowgli, who
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is raised by Mother and Father Wolf and taught the ways of the jungle by Baloo the
bear. While this is a faithful introduction to the classic, it doesn't attempt to cover all the
action from the original story and its adaptations-the story focuses on the parts children
will understand and enjoy. The Jungle Book: Mowgli's Adventures is a magical
introduction children will recall when they are older and ready for the original work.
A no-mess art activity kids can do again and again at home or on the go! Like magic,
scenes of playful unicorns come to colorful life when painted with the included waterfilled brush! As the water dries, the color disappears and the sturdy pages can be
painted again and again! Ten scenes show smiling unicorns and their dragon friends
having fun searching for treasure, splashing in waterfalls, frolicking in a meadow and
more! Each page also includes search-and-find challenges that support literacy-building
skills.
Synopsis coming soon.......
There are three simple nine-piece jigsaws and a beautifully illustrated board book in this
box. Little children can enjoy a selection of detailed jungle scenes in the book, and then
use the jigsaws to recreate three scenes from the book. Illustrations: Full colour
throughout
Learning becomes fun with this book about the ecosystem and animals of the jungle! In
Over in the Jungle: A rainforest baby animal counting book, amazing artwork will inspire
children in classrooms and at home to appreciate ecology, environment, and world
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around us! The perfect jungle animal book, Over in the Jungle: A rainforest baby animal
counting book introduces habitats for kids, and doubles as a fun, interactive, counting
book for kids. Young readers will sing, clap, and count their way among monkeys that
hoot, ocelots that pounce, parrots that squawk, and boas that squeeze! It won't take
much to have your child joyfully hooting and squawking too. And the illustrations are
painstakingly all done in polymer clay and then photographed, giving a 3-D effect. They
are truly remarkable, vividly conveying the abundant energy of a rainforest, and will
inspire many an art project. Plus there are several pages of extension ideas for
curriculum and art projects as well as resources on the web and elsewhere. Parents,
teachers, gift givers, and many others will find: captivating illustrations of sculptures
fashioned from polymer clay. backmatter that includes further information about the
jungle and the animals of that live in the rainforest Music and song lyrics to "Over in the
Jungle" sung to the tune "Over in the Meadow"! a book for young readers learning to
count!
A new strand in the bestselling Usborne Magic Painting range, specially designed for
little children to bring garden bugs, animals and plants to life with a sweep of a brush.
Filled with simple yet stylish pictures designed to appeal to little children, featuring
garden plants and wildlife from bumble bees to tulips to squirrels. Use the brush
provided to sweep water over the designs and bring the colours to life; a laminated flap
prevents water seeping through to the pages beneath. The 15 beautifully simple
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designs help to teach brush control.
The Art of The Jungle Book provides an in-depth look at Disney's latest film. Dazzling
concept art, behind-the-scenes photography, CG designs, and more come together to
highlight the visual spectacle of the film. Delving into the film's interpretation of iconic
Jungle Book elements, from beloved characters such as Baloo to the jungle itself, the
book lavishly illustrates the magic behind the art of the film.
Brush water over the beautiful black and white illustrations and watch the zoo scenes
burst into colourful life. See a snake get its green scales, a flamingo's feathers turn
pink, a giraffe's patterns appear as you paint, and much more. Illustrations: Full colour
throughout
The jungle is a fascinating habitat, humming with tropical wildlife. Children will love
discovering this vibrant habitat and the exotic animals and plants that live here with this
simple sticker book, with over 100 stickers to complete the scenes. This is also a fun
way for children to practice important fine motor skills.
Explore the ocean, layer by layer, with astonishing, 3-D paper scenes. Dive into every
page, with multi-layered, sculpted scenes that are perfect for little kids to discover
creatures in the seven seas!
Creep through the dense undergrowth of the jungle to discover a whole menagerie of
exotic animals, just waiting to leap off the pages of this busy pop-up book. Illustrations
are brought to life in a riot of colour and detail as you turn each page to see a
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3-dimensional scene emerge.
Follow a very sweet mouse as it scampers through a garden, and discover what else
lives there - from bees, birds and snails to a frog in the pond, very young children will
love lifting the sturdy gatefold flaps to discover the nature in a pretty garden.
Gorgeously and brightly illustrated by Sarah Allen. Following on from successful 'peep
inside series' this new series for younger children and babies has sturdy, shaped
gatefold flaps for younger readers. First look at nature at a very young level. Die-cut,
shaped, robust gatefold flaps to encourage the child to engage with the book.
Open this book to see stylish, black and white illustrations... then brush water over them
using the brush provided to see them change before your very eyes, as a rainbow of
colors magically reveal themselves and bring each jungle scene to life.
Open this book to see stylish, black and white illustrations… then brush water over them
using the aqua pen provided to see them change before your very eyes, as a rainbow
of colors magically reveal itself and bring each scene to life!
With more than 3 million fans, TheDadLab has quickly become an online sensation by
creating a solution for parents when they hear the dreaded 'I'm bored' complaint, and
now, for the first time, Sergei Urban has transferred his most popular experiments to
print in this beautifully illustrated and mind-blowing book! Using everyday ingredients
that you can find in your kitchen cupboard, Sergei shows experiments that are not only
fun for children, but fun for adults too! With 40 wonderful activities, including 15-neverPage 5/11
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before-posted, TheDadLab includes additional information not found on his online
posts: each activity will feature a detailed explanation simplifying the information that
stems from the fields of Science, Technology, engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
for a parent to help explain their curious child and answer the questions 'how' and 'why.'
Simply sweep a wet paintbrush over the black and white illustrations to fill the pages
with vibrant colour. The Unworry Magic Painting Book serves as a calming distraction
from any worries and anxieties. It includes 15 patterns and scenes to paint, and tips for
how to paint mindfully along the way. It's an addition to the Unworry series - an 'unworry
toolkit' to help people of all ages understand, cope with and get rid of their worries. The
character from The Unworry Book appears in this book, too. There is a page at the
beginning with tips for how to be mindful while you paint. It's not just for children teenager and adults can benefit from mindful creative activities, too.
Harold is a curious four-year-old whose imagination - and ubiquitous purple crayon leads him into a world of his own invention. This story is full of twists and surprises as
young Harold draws himself some wonderful adventures.
All the fun of painting, but without the mess! Just use a wet brush and watch the colours
appear! Age 3+
A soft touch of water is all you need to make dozens of beautiful and inspiring works of
art. Just add water to your paintbrush and watch as the vibrant colors merge and
mingle on the pages of this magical painting book. Each of the 30 vibrant designs in Be
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Happy: Just Add Water contains pigments embedded onto the page, and a gentle touch
of water will cause the colors to emerge. Images include nature scenes, animals,
flowers, and mosaics, accompanied by positive affirmations to remind you of all the joy
that is to be found in the world.
Explore the enchanting world of unicorns with this incredible magic painting book.
Sweep carefully over the wonderful black and white patterns and drawings with the
paintbrush provided, and watch the colours magically appear. With clear instruction on
the front, this book couldn't be easier for children and adults to use. * Another gorgeous
addition to the successful Magic Painting series. Completed paintings can be kept as a
keepsake. Each page is full of beautiful, black and white illustrations which are
transformed into colour when children carefully paint water onto the pictures. Unicorns
are currently hugely popular and on trend.
Open this book to see stylish, black and white illustrations... then brush water over them
using the brush provided to see them change before your very eyes, as a rainbow of
colors magically reveal themselves and bring each dinosaur scene to life. Children will
be amazed when they use the special brush to paint water over the illustrations and a
rainbow of colours is magically revealed. A therapeutic and satisfying activity book
children will enjoy painting and showing to their friends. Completed paintings can be
kept as a keepsake.
Open this book to see stylish, black and white illustrations showing various Christmas
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scenes and seasonal motifs... then brush water over them using the aqua pen provided
to see them change before your very eyes, as a rainbow of colours magically reveal
themselves and bring each scene to life.
"A Penguin original coloring book"--Back cover.
Open this book to see stylish, black and white illustrations... then brush water over them
using the aqua pen provided to see them change before your very eyes, as a rainbow
of colours magically reveal themselves and bring each scene to life. Those that
remember the first incarnation of magic painting will be thrilled to see it return in this
stylish, updated version; those who don't will have the pleasure at marvelling at it for
the first time! Fantastic artwork brings an old favourite bang up to date. A gatefold back
cover folds out so that you can slip it underneath the page you're working on, and
protect the page beneath.
Magic Painting Jungle
An activity book filled with scenes of magical creatures and enchanted places, from
mermaids, narwhals and unicorns to enchanted owls, flamingos and fairies. Dip the
brush in water and sweep it across the pages to reveal stunning colours, from fiery
shades on a phoenix to rainbow feathers on the wings of a pegasus. Book includes a
quality brush and a laminated gatefold board at the back to slip under the page you are
painting and stop water seeping through. Charming original artwork by new-to-Usborne
illustrator Ela Jarzabek. Part of the best-selling Usborne Magic Painting series.
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Use the special brush that comes with this book to fill the scenes with amazing, vibrant
colors.
BOARD BOOK. A board book for sharing with small children who love pressing the
buttons to make the sounds you hear in a noisy jungle including monkeys, parrots and
tigers. It includes illustrations by Lee Wildish.
Babies can press the buttons to hear croaking frogs, cheeky monkeys, screeching
parrots and other exotic noises or just enjoy the satisfying action of pushing the buttons
to make crazy sounds! A noisy, bright and exciting activity book for babies to explore
and giggle over for hours.
Filled with simple, stylish images designed to appeal to young children. Just brush
water over the bold black and white designs to watch a carol-singing mouse, a wellfilled stocking and even Santa himself burst into colour. Big, bold shapes designed to
appeal to young children and help them learn brush control. Use the laminated back
cover to prevent colours fromseeping through to the pages beneath.

Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners
ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned
forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the
orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her
people without hope.
The Unhurry Magic Painting Book is a delightful relaxation book for children age
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5 and over. It's an excellent tool for helping children feel focussed, calm and
content, by simply sweeping a wet paintbrush over the pages and watching them
burst into colour. Mindful painting tips early in the book make the experience all
the more peaceful. Sixteen detailed pictures include a woodland waterfall,
seaside and underwater scenes, butterflies, clouds and patterns of all kinds.
Many feature the adorable sloth character from The Unhurry Book. The book
comes with a paintbrush, and a fold-out back cover to prevent colours running
through to the page beneath. Part of the Usborne Unworry series, a collection of
activity books to help children destress, calm down busy and unwelcome
thoughts, and banish little worries.
Make this classic fairytale your own. Children can brush over the beautiful
illustrations to see the colours magically appear, to reveal the moment
Cinderella's fairy godmother appears, the royal ball, the wicked stepsisters,
Cinderella's happy ending and more. The images are accompanied by an
enchanting retelling of the story. Another title in the successful Magic Painting
series. Brings together fairy tales and children's love of painting.
This box set contains 10 Christmas cards for children to send to friends and
family. Each card features beautiful, black and white illustrations, which magically
burst into colour when children carefully paint water onto the pictures. One
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design shows Santa riding his sleigh over a village, and the other shows an
ornately decorated Christmas tree. Illustrations:Full colour throughout
The latest in the bestselling series, simply brush water over the pages and watch
all manner of familiar and exotic bugs burst into colour. Bring 16 different bugs to
life, from dragonflies to scarab beetles to millipedes, with the help of a brush
provided with the book and a little water. Use the laminated back cover flap to
prevent water seeping onto pages below. Great for keeping children entertained
indoors, and for practicing pen control. Part of the stylish and bestselling Magic
Painting series, this title features bold and beautiful illustrations by Andy Tudor.
Includes 16 fascinating bug species from around the world, meticulously
researched, and depicted in their natural settings. Includes a high-quality brush,
securely held in place but without any plastic bubble packaging.
Use the special brush that comes with this book to fill the scenes with amazing,
vibrant colours.
Open this book to see stylish, black and white illustrations... then brush water
over them using the brush provided to see them change before your very eyes,
as a rainbow of colourrs magically reveal themselves and bring each jungle
scene to life.
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